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E X EC U T I V E S U M M A RY
BACKGROUND

CONCLUSION

A BV certification of a company’s work with
the 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) is based on the assessment method
from BV as a third party.

ProCons work with sustainability is to a
wide extent documented and the
management’s engagement in this area is
dedicated and consistent.

The method assess the company’s ability to
work with the 17 SDG and the related 169
targets (sub goals) defined by the UN.

The breakdown from strategy and into reel
actions are still in progress and the
sustainable aspect is easy to find.

ProCon wants to develop its company in
the sustainable direction by offering
sustainable solutions for the renewables
industry and follow their self developed
BOSS DNA, which ensure sustainable
leadership.

Within all product areas, the company has
initiated SDG activities, which reflect a
serious approach to the work with the 17
SDG and sustainable development.
.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations for the future work with
the UN Sustainable Development Goals:
•

Supply chain needs more specific
documentation of the 17 SDG in the
perspective of chain responsibility

•

How do you ensure the international
sites in different cultures and logics to
be under the arms lengths of the
company's SDG focus?

•

Circularity and symbiosis should be in
the scope for the solutions to
customers in future.
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> S CO P E A N D DATA
SCOPE
“Ensure the foundation for the future generations’
possibilities to meet their needs in balance with the planet
by contributing to the global expansion of sustainable
energy. Electrifying renewable energy by providing
electrical and technical solutions for the wind and solar
industries”.
Business units
• Engineering, Construction, Service
It is specifically the site in Aalborg that has been reviewed in this
certifcation, but the management of the site in Taiwan has also
been reviewed. The offices in Aarhus and Esbjerg are considered
to be governing from Aalborg and are not of interest for a deeper
review. Top management, HR, Sales and Procurement have been
reviewed at the site in Aalborg.

DATA
Certification data is collected and assessed through
conversations, presented documentation and the experiences
and knowledge from the auditors about the company’s structure
and business.
The screening of 12 -13 April 2021 made by BV are also a part of
the certification background.
The certification is done 21- 22 June 2021 by Lead auditor Ole
Overgaard.
The agenda was followed and the purpose of the audit was
achieved.
Please refer to appendix for the complete list of interviewed
persons and presented materials (essential documentation list).

The ProCon concept in this report covers ProCon Wind Energy A/S
and will be named ProCon in this report.
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METHOD
The purpose of the certification is to provide an external assessment of your
company’s work with the 17 SDG in the BV-certified method.
Certification criteria
The certification evaluates if your company has determined strategies, action
plans and goals/KPI’s for working with the 17 SDG defined by UN, and if you have
sufficient resources and methods to follow-up and improve these ongoingly. In
addition to this, we assess the internal and external communication level
regarding your efforts and progress.
Certification
The certification audit is made according to the procedures and methods drawn
up by Bureau Veritas. This ensures an impartial third party assessment of your
company’s work with UN’s 17 SDG. The certification ensure that attention is
drawn to opt-outs of sub goals, the most essential supply chains and the most
important sustainability touch of your company’s products and services on the
market.
The method consists of four assessment areas: The superior assessment
known as High Level Structure, evaluation of self-regulated units, relevant
supply chains and relevant products and services.

High Level Structure

Own-controlled
units

Supply chain

Products
and services

Opt ins and opt outs of the 169 SDG targets

Paradoxes
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H I G H L E V E L ST R U C T U R E
ProCon shows to a very high extent the ability, willingness and commitment to work
with the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).
Adequate resources are allocated and the need for an industry with great potential to
do something positive for the world goals is fully recognized. The company is relatively
new in its construction and in the process of changing into a more structured and
scalable company.
There are clear threads to the owner's knowledge, network and interpretations of
sustainability. A proper appearance as defined by the company in the BOSS model,
together with good business acumen and agile attitudes towards customers, is one of
the drivers for the company's success.
Strategic breakdown in relation to SDG KPIs still needs to be further developed, and
the several targets in the UN SDG is also awaiting the UN defining KPIs towards 2030.

Satisfactory

To be improved

Not satisfactory
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> CO N T E X T O F T H E O RG A N I SAT I O N
ProCon is a relatively new company founded by Claus Søgaard Poulsen.
The founder has always worked with clear values and a strategic approach
regarding sustainable solutions to the markets and customers. As a very natural
part the position in the market is to support the world with new sustainable
technologies based on the trends and the need for sustainability.
The context of the organization in Denmark and the sites where the company
are operating is well defined by the organization. A more specific list of each of
the company's interested parties could be beneficial for the progress. A map of
SDG targets linked to the interested parties and evaluated for risk and
opportunities can be suggested.
ProCon is providing b-t-b solutions to the energy sector and are pushing the
market to be more sustainable by the headlinie : Sustainable solutions for the
renewables industry
It is recommended that projects are being evaluated not only for economy and
complexity but also the conservatism in the sectors, as sustainable solutions
often are not the focus in existing norms and standards.
1. Strengths in the value chain
2. Risks and opportunities
3. The sector’s reputation

4. Megatrends
5. Stakeholders (incl. community)
6. Technology rate
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> L EA D E RS H I P
The board and management of ProCon are undoubtedly dedicated and
determined to leverage sustainability initiatives as a market differentiator.
The strategy and the operational actions have only one direction;
sustainability and support a better world.
Clear KPIs have already been defined and others are under development.
The goals are supported by action plans and managed by employees with
knowledge and understanding of sustainability and 17 SDGs.
The certification has confirmed that the management is increasingly trying
to push the ambitions to be a frontrunner in the markets ProCon is
operating at.
Risk management and sustainable innovation are at a very high level.
KPI’s and action plans that support the UN's 2030 goals must be
continuously evaluated and implemented.
7. Board and senior management
8. Strategy/growth plan
9. Allocation of resources

10. Sustainable innovation
11. Risk management
12. Performance measurement
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> P RO D U C T I O N , P RO D U C T S A N D S E RV I C ES
.
ProCon
does not produce its own products but offers design and installation of
sustainable electrical solutions for renewables and industry. ProCon consequently
buys its own specified products produced from suppliers.
In terms of sustainability ProCon will be assessed on its design and choice of
solutions. Thus, the company's offices and their influence on the UN 17 SDG are
not considered significant in a 17 SDG certification perspective .
There is an increasing understanding that design and choice of solutions must
contribute to circular thinking. Audit has revealed that sustainable technologies
are embedded in ProCon 's solution universe. It is still a journey for ProCon 's
employees to implement holistic sustainability, but in collaboration with the
customers and suppliers new initiatives and solutions are being tried. The the
customers increasingly want to pay for this. See also the section on paradoxes.

13. Lifecycle perspective
14. Sustainable products and services
15. Labelling schemes

16. Resource consumption in products
17. Recycling/circularity/symbiosis
18. Innovation ability
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> S U P P LY C H A I N
There is a growing understanding in ProCon, that the company must be in control
of its suppliers - producer responsibility / chain responsibility.

In a market that does not just change existing requirements, it can be difficult as a
subcontractor to change such well-known standards. ProCon has therefore
chosen to start the discussions via its set of values and new technologies.
Today, the necessary transparency in the supply chain can not be seen
systematically, but requirements from ProCon are now being sent to suppliers to
verify the efforts for sustainable thinking in the chain. The experience on how far
the suppliers and their subcontractos are willing to adapt to the 17 SDGs by
themselves will travel upstream throghout the supply and value chain.
It can be expected that ProCon increasingly, from the markets and interested
parties will be met with demands for transparency in their design, choice of
solutions and documentation of being sustainable.
The surveillance audit from BV will take focus on this area.
19. Network cooperation
20. Value chain
21. Requirement specifications

22. Performance
23. Communication and visibility
24. Innovation and cooperation products
and services
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> M E T H O D P R E PA R E N ES S
The basic methods for working with the 17 SDG and underlying documentation are
managed via existing systems in certified management system (ISO 9001)
Methods to manage and follow up on development of employees, systems and processes
is at a high level.
The procurement systems and how to increase awareness and transparency in the supply
chain should be increased.
The 169 SDG has been evaluated and selected. The mapping is a strong way to still
evaluate and manage changes in focus from interested parties and markets with new
possibilities.
It is recommended that the mapping and monitoring of binding obligations is made in a
more practical and operational way supporting the risk in 17 SDG specific and risk
management in general.
Several good stories are not being “collected”, and it is recommended to have a mapping
and updating tool so these stories can be reported at a later stage.
25. Regulation, legislation and standards (binding
obligations)
26. UN’s SDG, global compact
27. Management systems (quality, environmental,
H&S)

28. CSR and other social security
29. Cooperaton with NGOs
30. Cooperation with industry
organization
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ProCon PROGRESS
Screening April 2021 and Certification June 2021
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OW N - CO N T RO L L E D U N I T S
ProCon sites in Denmark / Taiwan
The focus of the company's BOSS philosophy reflects that ProCon is
attracting persons who can add value and follow the company values.
Development of people is a consequence which can be seen in practice.
ProCon primarily has office space and containers with storage of
equipment and consumables, including PPE of various kinds. Procurement
of PPE in the service department should demand sustainable equipment
from suppliers who are also in control of sustainability in the context of UN
SDG’s.
Transport of staff and material is a significant parameter for climate
solutions and is expected to be planned in a clever way in combination of
the use of sustainable transport solutions.
The control of the Taiwan operation is closely being monitored by the
management in Denmark and arms length controlling and transfer pricing
is in place. The BOSS DNA is transferred to sites in Taiwan and for the sites
under the administration and control
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S U P P LY C H A I N
The overall conclusions for knowledge and
transparency in the supply chain are primarily
based on a lack of information from suppliers /
subcontractors. Relevant suppliers are, for
example, electronic devices, cable trays,
transformers, etc. as well as transport packaging
and freight of employees and equipment.
The supply chain scores are based on an average
for all identified supply chains in the world and
focus on significant supply chains that have a
positive impact on the world defined by the UN
169 targets. ProCon should ensure further
sustainability in its supply chain and is informed
that this will be evaluated in the forthcoming
survaillance audit.
The understanding and interest in being more
documented and focused on the risks of the
supply chain in the company's solutions to the
market are considered to be consistent and
dedicated from the company.
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P RO D U C T S / S E RV I C ES
The audit has proven that ProCon increasingly tries to
push sustainable solutions to its customers by offering
sustainable solutions for the renewables industry,
including sustainable components, design, installation,
service, etc.
Circular solutions are not at the moment systematically
documented in products and services. Influence through
the dialogue with the society and investors needs,
interest and requirements should be even more in focus
in the future.
A recurring theme of planning travel and freight
activities and that the freight load is minimized (weight
and volume) seems to be an interesting direction for less
CO2 load.
The push from the ProCon to change non-sustainable
specifications in the sector of solar and wind energy is
expected to increase in future.
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O P T - I N S A N D O P T - O U T S O F T H E 1 6 9 TA RG E T S
CENTRAL UN TARGETS
OPT-INS

OPT-OUTS

The work with the 169 targets has been made systematically and
will be evaluated at the surveillance audit.
A mapping tool in excel has been sent.

No critical targets not-selected has been identified, but the
mapping and overview will be evaluated at the next audit.
A mapping tool in excel has been sent.
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I D E N T I F I C AT I O N O F PA R A D OX ES
IDENTIFIED PARADOXES
Requirement specifications are conservative
The sectors are not changing specifications and norms from one day to another. The specifications are standardized requirements and knowledge, based on
known and existent standards not always compliant to a change in a sustainable direction.
Service as business driver
A balance should be found for development of sustainable solutions, which is not disrupting the business case in the service solutions. Transport in fullservice package versus service free solutions.
Transperency in the risky supply chains
ProCon holds the strategic procurement and chain responsibility for electronic devices and equipment. It is a paradox that ProCon has very low influence on
some of the supply chains in order to document SDG ambitions.
The paradigm of ”100 years design method” and circularity thinking
The normal thinking is how to design and build electrical solutions in wind turbiness and solar power stations is to provide a lifetime of “100 years” solution.
This should be challenged and substituted with the thinking of circularity/symbiosis that the design provide an easy way to separate and reuse fractions at
the end of lifetime.
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Clients

400.000 +

Accreditations

50 +
Certifications

150.000 +

Employees

75.000 +

BUREAU VERITAS
Bureau Veritas is one of the world’s largest companies within inspection,
classification, consultancy and certification. Our core competences are quality, the
environment, working environment, safety and social responsibility – we help
companies maintain and develop their brands, values and business.

APPENDIX

SCREENING
17 VERDENSMÅL

DATA > PA RT I C I PA N T S
Persons involved in
interviews and
meetings.

Titel

Navn

CEO

Claus Søgaard Poulsen

COO

Claus Poulsen

QHSE & HR Manager

Sanna Lambers

QHSE & Sustainability Trainee

Lykke Gaasekær Christensen

Head of Business & Brand Development

Thomas Padfield

HR Trainee
Tender Manager

Monika Jablonowska
Lasse Raun Jensen
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DATA > ES S E N T I A L D O C U M E N TAT I O N
Important material for
assessment, documentation
and as a supplement in
connection with interviews
and meetings

Type

Documentation

PDF

SDG ProCon Wind Strategy – new version

Word

BOSS – DNA & Values

Word

The ProCon Model

Word

Strategy SDG ProCon Wind Energy 2020-2023

Board meetingroom

Actions and projects for the concept BOSS

Excel

SDG Overview – 17 SDG and evaluation of risk 169 targets - mapping

Web based

SymphaHR

Website

www.ProCon.as

CVR register

www.cvr.dk

Word

Questinnaire supplier – Hyndla AS

PDF

Draft Circularity in function
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H I G H L E V E L ST R U C T U R E OV E RV I E W
Context of the organization
1. Strengths in the value chain
2. Risks and opportunities
3. The sector’s reputation
4. Megatrends
5. Stakeholders (incl. communities)
6. Technology rate

Supply chain
19. Network co-operation
20. Value chain
21. Requirement specifications
22. Performance measurements
23. Communication and visibility
24. Innovation and co-operation products
and services

Leadership
7. Board and senior management
8. Strategy/growth plan
9. Allocation of resource
10. Sustainable innovation
11. Risk management
12. Performance measurement

Production, products and services
13. Life cycle perspective
14. Sustainable products and services
15. Labelling schemes
16. Resource consumption in products
17. Recycling/circularity/symbiosis
18. Innovation ability

Method preparedness
25. Regulation, legislation and standards (binding obligations)
26. UN’s SDG, global compact
27. Management systems (quality, environmental, H&S)
28. CSR and other social activities
29. Co-operations with NGO’s
30. Co-operations with organizations
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SCREENING
17 VERDENSMÅL
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